INTRODUCTION
The social media sites provide an efficient platform to both scholars and public audiences where they can read and share the latest research outcomes, make comments to the scientific outputs, and ask help during the process of scientific production. Adie and Roe (2013) discovered that approximately 750,000 articles were shared and discussed on social media sites in 2012. Priem and Costello (2010) suggested Twitter citation could reflect the scholarly impact and augment the traditional citation analysis.
RESEARCH PROBLEM AND QUESTIONS
As scholars are increasingly relying on the online resources to obtain information, there is a need to extend the citationbased scholar impact of the professional journals to the new environment. The primary issue rising from the research of altmetrics study is the influence of scientific outputs which include papers, books, journals, patents, and research. Previous studies of altmetrics have mainly focused on the article-level and author-level investigations on social media, but few studies looked at the journal-level impact measurement. To fill in this gap, this study centers on the investigation of the impact evaluation of the top-tier journals in the LIS field. This study will address the following two research questions: 1) How popular are the top-tier LIS journals on Twitter?
2) What types of relationships exist between the impact on Twitter and the impact based on the citation-based measures?
LITERATURE REVIEW

Altmetrics study
Measuring the impact of scholarly publications and scholars on social media has increasingly attracted attention. As researchers engage more time in the use of social media, altmetrics can capture the scholarly influence outside traditional boundaries (Li, Thelwall, & Giustini, 2011) .
Pervious research has looked into the correlations between official publication-based citation metrics and a variety of altmetrics indicators. Li, Thelwall, and Giustini (2011) proposed to adopt the user count of a paper, which indicates the number of users who save a given paper in Mendeley or post the title of a paper in CiteULike, to measure the readership size. Later on, researchers examined the possibilities of altmetrics measures derived from more {This is the space reserved for copyright notices.]
ASIST 2015 ,November 6-10, 2015 [Author Retains Copyright. Insert personal or institutional copyright notice here.] social media platforms. To explore the feasibility of using Twitter as an altmetrics data source, Eysenbach (2011) examined the moderate and statistically significant correlations between tweetations and citations for the Journal of Medical Internet Research. Although these results suggested the positive relationships between some altmetrics indicators and citations, these correlation studies have mainly covered individual elite journals or particular database.
Journal evaluation
The studies of scholarly journals have attracted researchers for decades. Assessing the quality and reputation of a variety of scientific units (such as papers, journals, books, authors, institutions, etc.) has great impact on decision making processes of tenure approval and funding allocation. The two most frequently used journal ranking/rating criteria in LIS as well as other disciplines are citation data and the perceptions of domain experts (e.g. faculties and school deans) (Nisonger & Davis, 2005) . In practice, Institute for Scientific Information (ISI)'s impact factor has been adopted most in policy development. Although impact factor has been applied at individual, institutional, and national levels, the drawbacks of the single measurement have also been realized. For example, researchers have noticed that not all scientific publications are included in JCR (Aguillo, Granadino, Ortega, & Prieto, 2006) and language bias has existed with impact factor usage (Rey-Rocha et al., 1999) .
With the emergence of social media and electronic publication platforms, new measures have been put forward to evaluate scientific impact. Article click and download frequencies can be utilized to measure the usage of a given article (Kleijnen & Van Groenendaal, 2000) . However, previous studies revealed the download statistics might lack consistency (Baker & Read, 2008) . Social bookmarking data has also been proposed to examine journals' influence. Haustein and Siebenlist (2011) evaluated the readership of 45 physics journals by analyzing the bookmarks and tags from three major bookmarking sources: CiteULike, Connotea and BibSonomy. Popularity on social media, however, can also offer another angle in assessing the journals. In this study, Twitter will serve as the venue to assess the journal popularity, and the most prevalent journal in the LIS field will be identified.
METHODOLOGY Data collection
A direct Twitter search was used to fetch all the mentions of papers from the investigated journals on Twitter. The search result pages were saved as html files, and Python programming was utilized to extract the post date and post content. The search term for each journal was based on the URL pattern. For example, for the Journal of the Association for Information Science and Technology (JASIST), all the URLs of papers published on JASIST start with "onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/asi" and then connect with the specific paper identification such as ".23204". Therefore, using the uniform part of the URL ("onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/asi") as the search term will retrieve all tweets mentioning JASIST. With the above search strategy, all mentions related to a given journal can be reliably acquired.
Considering the simplicity and straightforwardness of data collection, the criteria to determine the top-tier journals in the LIS field will still be based on a series of citation-based indicators such as the impact factor in the ISI's Journal Citation Reports (JCR). The social science edition of the 2013 Journal Citation Report ranks 84 journals in the LIS field. Based on the journal impact factor, the first 30 journals were selected as the subjects. Both JCR data and Eigenfactor metrics for the investigated journals were compared to the Twitter popularity measurements.
After the data collection steps, a set of statistical methods were applied to evaluate and compare the journal impact and explore the relationships between the proposed assessment and the citation-based measures.
Twitter popularity measure
The Twitter popularity was measured by the total Twitter mentions for any papers published in a certain journal. Suppose a tweet includes a URL linking to a journal in the content, it can be identified as a Twitter mention to the given journal. When one tweet consists of multiple links related to different journals, it was assigned to multiple journals. Followed by the method employed by Eysenbach (2011) , only tweets with URLs linking directly to the selected journals were gathered as the sample data.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Twitter mentions for all 30 investigated journals are shown in Table 1 and sorted in descending order. One can immediately see the popularity of each journal on Twitter. Among the 30 prestigious LIS journals, Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Technology (JASIST) was the most prevalent LIS journal, which has been mentioned 2668 times by Twitter users. The following popular journal was College & Research Libraries (CRL) with 1730 times of mentions. Scientometrics attracted 625 tweets and sat at the third position on the list. In total, 11 journals possessed more than 100 mentions on Twitter, and 13 journals only achieved several tweets. The descriptive statistics of the Twitter mention frequencies of 30 investigated journals is as follows: mean=252.77, standard deviation=569.02, and median=23.5.
Rank
Journal Title The relationship between Twitter popularity ranking and Twitter mention frequency can be approximated with a Zipfian distribution. The data was compared against different models. A logistic function shows high fitness based on R square and F values. This indicates that the Logistic model provides the best fit to simulate the rankfrequency distribution. The fitted curve is shown as Figure  1 , with the estimate of parameters (R square=.980, F=1368.173, Sig=.000). Similar to a range of bibliometrics and diverse social science phenomena, the journal Twitter popularity distribution could be explained by a widespread cumulative advantage distribution which was proposed by Price (1976) . To examine how the Twitter popularity measure correlates to citation-based measures, 30 journals were investigated by SPSS. Twitter mention frequency represents a journal's Twitter popularity, and 8 indices reported by JCR characterize citation-based journal impact including: total cites, impact factor, 5-year impact factor, immediacy index, articles, cited half-life, Eigenfactor score, and article influence score. Correlations between Twitter mentions and 8 citation-based measures were calculated using Spearman's rho nonparametric correlation coefficients (Table 2 ).
There is a significant, moderate correlation observed between the Twitter mentions and the Eigenfactor score for the investigated journals. However, there is not a significant correlation with other measures. The fact that the relatively weak correlations between Twitter mentions and citationbased indicators supported the idea claimed by Haustein et al. (2014) and Costas, Zahedi and Wouters (2014) that altmetrics and citation may measure different types of impact, although the nature of this impact has not yet been articulated clearly.
Based on the above investigation, JASIST attracted the most Twitter mentions from Twitter users. The first mention was created on August 26, 2010. Table 3 summarizes the mention frequencies of JASIST in each year. Over the past 5 years, the number of tweets cited papers from JASIST strongly varied from year to year. In both 2010 and 2011, users on Twitter rarely denoted papers from JASIST and then actively discussed the journal in the following years. The popularity of the journal acquired 670 citations on Twitter and burst to 1179 mentions in 2013. The existing citation-based indicators published by JCR showed that JASIST's impact factor was 2.005 in 2012, and reached 2.230 in 2013. The increase of journal impact within the official publication environment and the journal popularity on social media indicated the same pattern. Although, the 2014 and 2015 impact factor-related indicators are not available, data from 2012 and 2013 suggest the potential of using the real-time journal popularity to predict the journal impact which usually has a long lag time.
CONCLUSION
This study investigates the social impact of the top-tier journals in the library and information science field on Twitter. Based on the 2013 Journal Citation Report, 30 journals with a high impact factors in LIS field were identified as top-tier journals. All the tweets mentioned papers published in the examined journals were retrieved and analyzed. Twitter popularity, which measures the total frequency of mentions on Twitter, is proposed as an altmetrics indicator to assess the social impact of a given journal. Similar to a range of bibliometrics and diverse social science phenomena, the relationship between Twitter popularity ranking and Twitter mention frequency can be approximated with a Zipfian distribution.
Through the investigation, there is a significant and moderate correlation observed between the Twitter mentions and the Eigenfactor score for the investigated journals. The fact that the relatively weak correlations between Twitter mentions and citation-based indicators except for Eigenfactor score supports the idea claimed by previous studies that altmetrics may serve as a complementary measure of scholarly impact on a broader audience. The existing data from 2012 and 2013 suggest the potential of using the real-time journal popularity to predict the change of citation-based journal impact. In conclusion, although the proposed altmetrics indicator, journal Twitter popularity, may not measure the scientific impact as the citation-based measurements do, this study puts forward the possibility of using journal Twitter popularity as a complementary indicator of journal impact.
